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Search for Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) physics

Standard Model very successful at explaining experimental data, yet we keep searching
beyond it

Some unanswered questions

I Nature of dark matter, origin of flavour, neutrino mass, matter-antimatter
asymmetry

Some unsatisfactory (unnatural) implications

I The hierarchy problem, fine-tuning of Higgs mass

Searching for a theory that will complete the theory and do it elegantly

I Guided by “naturalness” principle
I Experimental hints from SM deviations in flavour sector
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New physics and the Top Quark

The hierarchy problem:

I “Why is gravity so much weaker than other forces?” (MPlanck >> Mewk )

Recast - The fine-tuning problem
I Large scale hierarchy induces instability in masses of scalar particles

F Largest correction from heaviest SM particle - top quark

I Higgs boson mass has to be strongly fine-tuned

Top partners in BSM theories can cancel out loop corrections and stabilise Higgs mass

I New particles in many BSM models expected to couple preferentially to top
quarks

I Cancel out loop corrections to Higgs mass

Figure 1. One-loop Higgs mass renormalization in a model with a fermionic top partner,

such as the Littlest Higgs.

the theory. What is the minimal set of new particles that must appear below 1 TeV to

avoid fine-tuning? It is well known that the only SM contribution to the Higgs mass

that must be modified at sub-TeV scales is the one-loop correction from the top sector.

All other SM loops are numerically suppressed by either gauge or non-top Yukawa cou-

plings, by extra loop factors, or both. As a result, the states responsible for cutting o↵

these loops can lie above 1 TeV with no loss of naturalness. Thus, the sub-TeV particles

that soften the divergence in the top loop, the “top partners,” provide a uniquely well-

motivated target for searches at the LHC, and it must be ensured that a comprehensive,

careful search for such partners is conducted.

The best-known mechanism for canceling the Higgs mass divergences is super-

symmetry (SUSY). In SUSY models, the quadratic divergence in the SM top loop is

cancelled by loops of scalar tops, or stops. Recently, a number of papers [2] empha-

sized the importance of stop searches at the LHC, and reinterpreted the published

LHC results, based on the 1 fb�1 integrated luminosity data set, in terms of bounds

on stop masses. It was found that completely natural spectra are allowed so far. On

the other hand, incorporating a 125 GeV Higgs in the Minimal SUSY Model (MSSM)

does require significant fine-tuning, of order 1% at best. (Fine-tuning can be reduced

in non-minimal models [3].)

However, SUSY is not the only option for canceling the quadratic divergence in the

SM top loop. An alternative is to introduce a spin-1/2 top partner T , a Dirac fermion

with mass mT , which is an SU(2)L singlet, color triplet, and has electric charge 2/3.

In the Weyl basis, T = (TL, TR). This field couples to the SM Higgs doublet H via

L = ��T T †
RH̃Q3 +

�2
t + �2

T

2mT

(H†H)T †
LTR + h.c. , (1.1)

where Q3 is the SM third-generation left-handed quark doublet, �t is the SM top

Yukawa, �T is a new dimensionless coupling constant, and H̃ = (i�2H)†. The one-
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Search for new physics in final states with top quarks

Direct searches
Resonant or non-resonant production of
new particles

Possible when new physics (NP) scale
with reach of collider energy

Indirect searches
Search for rare production and decay of
top quark

Deviations from SM in measurements of
top properties

Can be path to discovery even if NP
energy scale is very high
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Flavour-changing neutral currents
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FCNC in the top quark sector

FCNC forbidden at tree level in SM. Strongly

suppressed at higher order by GIM mechanism

I BRSM (t → Hu) ∼ 10−17;
BRSM (t → Hc) ∼ 10−15

I BRSM (t → Zq) ∼ 10−14;

Predicted by many BSM models: quark singlet,

2HDM, RPV SUSY

I BRmax (t → Hu) ∼ 10−5;
BRmax (t → Hc) ∼ 10−3

I BRmax (t → Zq) ∼ 10−4;

[arXiv:1803.09923]
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tqH FCNC processes

Production pp → tH
FCNC single top production

Only probed by CMS search in H → bb̄
channel

Decay t → qH
FCNC top decay in tt̄ events

Assume SM semi-leptonic decay of other
top in event

Probed by both ATLAS and CMS
searches
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t → qH (ATLAS)

Searches for rare t → uH/t → cH decays

Several search channels targeting different Higgs
decay topologies

Combination of channels significantly improves
sensitivity

H → ττ
H → bb

H → WW
H → γγ
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t → q(H → bb) (ATLAS) arXiv:1812.11568

9 analysis regions categorised by njet and nbjet

I Signal sensitive regions:
nbjet =3; njet =4-5

I Other regions constrain tt̄+jets
background & uncertainties

Fit shape of likelihood discriminant L(x)
constructed from kinematics of lepton, jets, E miss

T
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t → q(H → ττ) (ATLAS) arXiv:1812.11568

Signals categorised into 4 signal regions by multiplicity

of τlep , τhad and njet

I Different event reconstruction quality in each
I Events inconsistent with hadronic top decays

are discarded

Full event reconstruction performed with χ2

minimisation

BDT discriminants trained separately in each region

and fit simultaneously across regions

I Most discriminating variables: mττ , pT and
visible pT fraction from τ candidates
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t → q(H → ττ) (ATLAS) arXiv:1812.11568

BDT discriminant well modelled before and after profile likelihood fit

No evidence of deviation from SM predictions
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t → q(H → WW ) (ATLAS) arXiv:1805.03483

Target events with same-sign (SS) 2l / 3l

(l=e/µ)

I Signal events arise mostly from
H →WW ∗

I Secondary contributions from H → τlτl ,
H → ZZ∗

Data-driven estimation of dominant non-prompt
lepton background (mainly tt̄)

ttV /ttH background from simulation

Signal discriminated by fit to BDT discriminant
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t → q(H → WW ) (ATLAS) arXiv:1805.03483

Most discriminating observables:

I 2lSS SR: meff

I 3l SR: dilepton invariant mass

Best-fit FCNC branching ratios compatible with zero
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Combination of all ATLAS t → qH searches arXiv:1812.11568

Best fit for each of BR(t → uH) and BR(t → cH) obtained first assuming the other to
be zero

Results from all channels compatible with SM prediction

Combination across channels leads to large reduction in uncertainty
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Combination of all ATLAS t → qH searches arXiv:1812.11568

Limits produced by simultaneously varying BR(t → uH) and BR(t → cH) in likelihood
function

Also translated into limits on non-diagonal Yukawa couplings λtuH and λtcH

and the uncertainty associated with the di�erent responses to quark-initiated and gluon-initiated jets. No
significant excess of data events above the background expectation is found, and observed (expected)
95% CL limits are set on B(t ! Hc) and B(t ! Hu): B(t ! Hc) < 1.9 ⇥ 10�3 (2.1 ⇥ 10�3) and
B(t ! Hu) < 1.7 ⇥ 10�3 (2.0 ⇥ 10�3). These results are dominated by the ⌧had⌧had channel, which has a
sensitivity a factor of two better than that of the ⌧lep⌧had channel.

10.3 Combination of ATLAS searches

The tqH(bb̄) and tqH(⌧⌧) searches are combined with the ATLAS searches in diphoton [21] and
multilepton [22] final states of events in the same data set, referred to as “tqH(��) search” and “tqH(ML)
search”, respectively. Since all searches, with the exception of the tqH(bb̄) search, are dominated by
the data statistics, and in each search the dominant systematic uncertainties are di�erent, the combined
result is insensitive to the assumed correlations of systematic uncertainties across searches. Therefore, the
only systematic uncertainties taken to be fully correlated among the four searches are those a�ecting the
integrated luminosity, the tt̄ cross section, signal modelling, a subset of the uncertainties on the Higgs
boson branching ratios (those associated with uncertainties in ↵S and mb), and a subset of jet-related
uncertainties (jet energy resolution and JVT requirement). The rest of the jet-related uncertainties (jet
energy scale and b-tagging) are taken as fully correlated among the tqH(bb̄), tqH(⌧⌧), and tqH(ML)
searches, but uncorrelated with the tqH(��) search. The rest of the uncertainties, e.g. those related to
leptons and to background modelling, are taken as uncorrelated among the four searches.

The first set of combined results is obtained for each branching ratio separately, setting the other branching
ratio to zero. The best-fit combined branching ratios are B(t ! Hc) = [3.0+3.0

�2.7 (stat)+2.6
�2.1 (syst)] ⇥ 10�4

and B(t ! Hu) = [4.2+3.2
�2.9 (stat)+2.6

�2.1 (syst)] ⇥ 10�4. A comparison of the best-fit branching ratios for
the individual searches and their combination is shown in Figure 11 for B(t ! Hc) and Figure 12
for B(t ! Hu). The observed (expected) 95% CL combined upper limits on the branching ratios are
B(t ! Hc) < 1.1 ⇥ 10�3 (8.3 ⇥ 10�4) and B(t ! Hu) < 1.2 ⇥ 10�3 (8.3 ⇥ 10�4). A summary of the
upper limits on the branching ratios obtained by the individual searches, as well as their combination, is
given in Table 3 and in Figures 13 and 14.

Upper limits on the branching ratios B(t ! Hq) (q = u, c) can be translated into upper limits on the
non-flavour-diagonal Yukawa couplings �tqH appearing in the Lagrangian [118]:

LFCNC = ��tLqR t̄LqRH � �qLtR q̄LtRH + h.c.

The branching ratio B(t ! Hq) is estimated as the ratio of its partial width [9] to the SM t ! Wb
partial width [119], which is assumed to be dominant. Both predicted partial widths include next-
to-leading-order QCD corrections. Using the expression derived in Ref. [18], the coupling |�tqH |
can be extracted as |�tqH | = (1.92 ± 0.02)

p
B(t ! Hq). The �tqH coupling corresponds to the sum

in quadrature of the couplings relative to the two possible chirality combinations of the quark fields,
�tqH ⌘

q
|�tLqR |2 + |�qLtR |2 [118]. The observed (expected) upper limits on the couplings from the

combination of the searches are |�tcH | < 0.064 (0.055) and |�tuH | < 0.066 (0.055).
A similar set of results can be obtained by simultaneously varying both branching ratios in the likelihood
function. Figure 15(a) shows the 95% CL upper limits on the branching ratios in the B(t ! Hu) versus
B(t ! Hc) plane. The small di�erences between the limiting values (on the x- and y-axes) of the branching
ratio limits obtained in the two-dimensional scan and those reported in Table 3, result from slightly di�erent

29
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pp → tH / t → qH (CMS) arXiv:1712.02399

Single-top
production

FCNC decay in tt̄

First result on FCNC pp → tH production

I Improved sensitivity to tuH coupling

Search in single-lepton channel, H → bb̄

5 signal regions categorised by njet (3,≥4) and
nbjet (2,3,≥4)

BDT discriminant constructed from kinematic
observables after full reconstruction of event
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pp → tH / t → qH (CMS) arXiv:1712.02399

Separate BDT discriminants trained for tuH and tcH signals in different signal regions

No significant deviation observed compared to SM
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pp → tH / t → qH (CMS) arXiv:1712.02399

Bets fit signal strengths for tuH and tcH for
individual regions and their combinations

Demonstrates individual region importance for
each process

Fitted branching fractions compatible with zero
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pp → tH / t → qH (CMS) arXiv:1712.02399

Limit on branching fractions:

Comparable to ATLAS result in bb̄ channel

BR(t → uH) limits benefit from addition of
production channel

BR limits translated also to limits on coupling
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t → qZ

Production vertices
(CMS)

Decay vertices
(ATLAS ; CMS)
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t → qZ (ATLAS) arXiv:1803.09923

Events categorised into signal sensitive and background
control regions

Main background sources: ttZ , WZ , non-prompt leptons in
tt̄ and Z+jets

Reconstruct full event by minimising χ2

I Signal discriminant used in signal region
I Simultaneous fit performed with other

observables in control regions
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t → qZ (ATLAS) arXiv:1803.09923

95% CL upper limits on FCNC branching fractions:

I BR(t → uZ) <1.7 x 10−4

I BR(t → cZ) <2.4 x 10−4
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pp → tZ/t → qZ (CMS) PAS-TOP-17-017

Events categorised into signal-sensitive and background control
regions

Channels separated by lepton flavour

Similar background composition as ATLAS search

BDT discriminants separately trained for FCNC production and

decay processes

I Uses reconstructed observables: invariant masses,
angles, b-tagging
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pp → tZ/t → qZ (CMS) PAS-TOP-17-017

95% CL upper limits on FCNC branching fractions:

I BR(t → uZ) <2.4 x 10−4

I BR(t → cZ) <4.5 x 10−4
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Lepton flavour violation (LFV)
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LFV in top quark decay (ATLAS)

Predicted by GUT theories, SUSY, technicolor

Scale of new physics (NP) is unknown

I EFT approach appropriate if NP scale is higher than what is experimentally
probed

LFV top couplings relatively unconstrained by experiments

Presenting first direct search for t → ll ′q
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tt̄ LFV (ATLAS) ATLAS-CONF-2018-044

Search for t → ll ′q in tt̄ production

Signal region required to have 3 light

leptons (e, µ)

I opposite-sign, different-flavour
(OSDF) lepton pair

I Events with OSSF lepton pair
with |mll −mZ | <10 GeV
discarded

Fit to shape of BDT discriminant in
signal region

Main backgrounds tt̄/Z + j with
non-prompt lepton, WZ/ZZ
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tt̄ LFV (ATLAS) ATLAS-CONF-2018-044

No evidence of signal

Observed (expected) upper limit on BR(t → ll ′q)
1.86 x 10−5 (1.36 x 10−5)

Improves previous indirect limits on BR(t → eµq)
by ∼3 orders of magnitude
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Summary
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Summary

Presented several LHC searches for new physics through rare top quark production and
decay processes

No evidence for BSM physics found in searches

Limits on FCNC and LFV processes have been strengthened in Run 2

All results presented were on partial Run-2 (2015+2016) data

Threefold increase in luminosity for full Run-2 data (2015-2018)

I Stay tuned for new results!
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BACKUP
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b-tagging working points

Analysis b-efficiency lqg -rejection c-rejection
ATLAS tqH(bb) 60% 1500 34

CMS tH/tqH(bb) 70% 100 10
ATLAS tqH(ττ) 70% 380 12

ATLAS tqH(WW ∗) 70% 380 12
ATLAS tqZ 77% 134 6

CMS tZ/tqZ 77% 134 6
tt̄ → ll ′ 77% 134 6
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Lepton/jet selection and non-prompt lepton background

Analysis pe
T [GeV] pµT [GeV] pj

T [GeV]
ATLAS tqH(bb) 30 30 25

CMS tH/tqH(bb) 35 30 30
ATLAS tqH(ττ) 15 10 30

ATLAS tqH(WW ∗) 10 10 25
ATLAS tqZ 15 15 25

CMS tZ/tqZ 35 30 30
ATLAS tt̄ → ll ′ 10 10 25

CMS tqZ/tZ analyses directly constrains NPL background by fitting mW
T distribution in

control regions

ATLAS analyses:
I tqZ analysis: NPL rate determined in fake lepton control regions and

derived SF applied to all regions entering fit
I Background from hadronic jets faking leptons estimated with matrix

method in all other analyses
I Charge mis-identification background estimated from OS control region

using charge flip rate estimated from Z → ee sample.
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Hadronic τ identification and fake-τ background
estimation

Reconstructed from collimated calorimeter clusters with 1/3 associated charged tracks

I Total electric charge ±1

Discriminated from light quark/gluon jets using BDT

I Track momentum balance, impact parameter, calorimeter energy,
electromagnetic fraction are the most discriminant input variables

I “Medium” WP used: 55%(45%) efficiency for 3-prong(1-prong) τh

I Reject any τh candidate that is also b-tagged

Estimate fake τhad background control region:

I τhad candidate required to pass loose criteria but fail “medium” WP, OR
same charge for both τ in event

I Use to creat fake τhad template to be used in the signal region
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t → q(H → WW ) (ATLAS) Signal Regions arXiv:1805.03483

2lSS region:

I njet ≥4, nbjet =1-2

3l region:

I njet ≥2, nbjet ≥1
I

∑
q(l0l1l2) =1

I Z -mass veto for each OSSF lepton pair, and for 3l system

Main discriminating variables:

I From ttV : Nbjets , meff , Emiss
T , pleadlep

T
I From non-prompt lepton background: ∆R(l0, l1), m(l0l1,2), mOSSF (ll),

Nbjets , meff

Separate training for t → Hu/t → Hc only for 3l SR
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Past FCNC searches (8 TeV)

CMS tbW anomalous coupling and FCNC tqg : PAS-TOP-14-007

CMS tqH; H → ff ,VV : TOP-13-007

CMS tqγ: TOP-14-003
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